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SHORT JUSTIFICATION

Historical archives have, since ancient times, played a not insignificant role in the running of 
Western societies, which relies heavily on the keeping of written records. The fact that, in 
ancient Rome, the Tabularium (the official records office) was housed in the Forum 
Romanum, which was the centre of Roman public life, is indicative of their importance.

The historical archives of the EU institutions form part of Europe's cultural heritage and their 
opening to the public serves academic, educational and cultural objectives and interests.
Those interests are protected by the provisions of primary law, under which the Union 'shall 
respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall ensure that Europe’s cultural 
heritage is safeguarded and enhanced’1. Furthermore, the Charter of Fundamental Rights 
stipulates that ‘the arts and scientific research shall be free of constraint. Academic freedom 
shall be respected’2.

The fourth recital of Council Regulation (EEC, Euratom) N°354/83 also states that 'the 
processing and critical analysis of Community archives [...] can at the same time facilitate the 
activities of bodies involved in Community affairs and thereby contribute to the better 
attainment of all the Communities' objectives’.

The Commission proposal seeks to confirm the role of the European University Institute 
(EUI) in Florence in managing the historical archives of the institutions and to create a sound 
legal and financial basis for the partnership between the EU and the EUI3. It would therefore 
be contrary to the aims of the proposal for the EUI to find itself in a less favourable legal or 
financial position than it is now4 once the text has been adopted. 

The Commission proposal (COM(2012)0456), as amended by the Council, would improve 
the situation by establishing the following institutional arrangements:

– The institutions will be required under EU secondary law to deposit their historical archives 
with the EUI.  

– Owing to the specific nature of their activities, the European Court of Justice and the
European Central Bank will not be covered by this obligation. They will, however, be entitled 
to deposit their historical archives with the EUI on a voluntary basis.

– The deposit of the historical archives of the institutions at the EUI will not affect the 
ownership or protection of the archives as provided for in Article 2 of the Protocol on the 
Privileges and Immunities of the European Union annexed to the Treaty.

– Each depositing institution will be able to obtain information on the management of its 

                                               
1 Article 3(3), subparagraph 4 of the Treaty on European Union.
2 Article 22 of the Charter.
3 COM(2012)0456, Explanatory Memorandum, point 1.2.
4 Which is determined primarily by the agreement signed on 17 December 1984 between the European 
Communities, as represented by the Commission, and the EUI.
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archives by the EUI and to carry out an inspection.

– Archive management costs will be covered by contributions from the EU budget. The costs 
will be shared among the institutions on the basis of objective criteria.

– Each institution will be required to adopt internal rules governing the implementation of the 
regulation.

– The Commission will be required to conclude, on behalf of the depositing institutions, a 
framework partnership agreement with the EUI setting out detailed provisions on the mutual 
roles and responsibilities of the EU institutions and the university institute. That agreement 
must be in keeping with the provisions of the regulation itself and of the Treaties.

On the above basis, the rapporteur recommends that the Committee on Constitutional Affairs 
should call on the Committee on Culture and Education, as the committee responsible, to 
propose that Parliament give its consent.

******

The Committee on Constitutional Affairs calls on the Committee on Culture and Education, 
as the committee responsible, to propose that Parliament give its consent.


